
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 12, pp. 744 { 747 c 2012 June 25Relaxation of the Shallow Acceptor Center in GermaniumT.N.Mamedov1), A. S. Baturin�, V.N. Duginov, K. I. Gritsaj, R.Khasanov�, A.Maisuradze�, A.V. Stoykov�Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 141980 Dubna, Russia�Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, 141700 Dolgoprudny, Russia�Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, SwitzerlandSubmitted 3 May 2012Polarized negative muons were used to study relaxation mechanisms of shallow acceptors in germanium.In p-type germanium at low temperatures relaxation of the muon spin was observed, indicating that the muonicatom (gallium-like acceptor center) formed via capture of the negative muon by a host atom is in the paramag-netic state and its magnetic moment is relaxing. The relaxation rate of the muon spin was found to dependon temperature and on concentration of gallium impurity. We conclude that to the relaxation of the magneticmoment of the Ga acceptor in Ge there contribute both scattering of phonons and quadrupole interaction be-tween the acceptors. We estimate, for the �rst time, the hyper�ne interaction constant for the gallium acceptorin germanium as h 0:11 MHz.1. Introduction. Germanium is one of two elemen-tal semiconductors widely used in technological applica-tions. However, the hyper�ne interaction and the relax-ation mechanisms of shallow acceptor centers (AC) ingermanium have not been thoroughly studied so far. Itis commonly assumed that in semiconductors with thediamond crystal structure the ground state of the ac-ceptor center is four-fold degenerate, and this leads toa very high relaxation rate of the acceptor center mag-netic moment due to interaction with phonons [1]. Manyattempts to observe shallow acceptors in the paramag-netic state in these semiconductors by the ESR methodwere unsuccessful [2]. It is worth mentioning that re-cently superconductivity has been discovered in heavilygallium-doped germanium [3].The probability for the gallium acceptor in ger-manium at thermal equilibrium to be paramagnetic isshown in Fig. 1. The calculation was done for the gal-lium concentration of 3 � 1014 cm�3. As is seen, at tem-peratures below 10K the acceptors are paramagnetic,i.e. the holes are localized at the impurity atoms. Asthe acceptor impurity concentration increases, the onsetof a decrease in the probability slightly moves to highertemperatures. The critical concentration of Ga atomsin germanium corresponding to the Mott transition is1:86 � 1017 cm�3[5].Contribution to the relaxation of the magnetic mo-ment of the acceptor center can come from its interactionwith phonons and other paramagnetic centers includingthe neighboring acceptors and from the spin-exchangescattering of free charge carriers on the acceptor. At1)e-mail: tmamedov@jinr.ru

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the equilibrium prob-ability for the gallium acceptor in germanium to be inthe paramagnetic (non-ionized) state at Ga concentra-tion of 3 � 1014 cm�3. The calculation was done usingthe following values of the parameters [4]: energy gapEg = 0:66 eV, ionization energy of Ga acceptor Ea == 11meV, e�ective density of states in the valence bandNv = 5:0 � 1018(T=300)1:5 cm�3, e�ective density of statesin the conduction band Nc = 1:0 � 1019(T=300)1:5 cm�3temperatures below 10K the concentration of free chargecarriers is low and the contribution of the spin-exchangescattering mechanism is negligible.As �rst suggested in [6], at some concentrations ofacceptors in a semiconductor their quadrupole interac-tion can make an appreciable contribution to the relax-ation of the AC magnetic moment. Within the frame-work of the e�ective mass theory it was shown thata shallow acceptor center in germanium has a non-zero quadrupole moment, and an explicit expression forthe energy of quadrupole interaction between nearest-neighbor acceptors as a function of the mean distancewas obtained.744 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012



Relaxation of the Shallow Acceptor Center in Germanium 745In the present experiment polarized negative muonswere used to study interactions of the gallium acceptorimpurity in germanium. Implanted into a medium, thenegative muon is slowed down and captured by a hostatom. The Bohr radius of the muon in the 1s-state is� 207 times smaller than that of the electron, and themuon e�ectively screens a unit of the positive charge ofthe nucleus. Therefore, in germanium the muonic atomimitates the gallium atom, which is known to form ashallow acceptor center. The interactions of the muonicatom with the medium, and accordingly that of the Gaacceptor, can be studied by studying the behavior of themuon-spin polarization.2. Measurement. The measurements were car-ried out with the GPD spectrometer at the Swiss MuonSource [7] of the Paul Scherrer Institut in Switzerland.The temperature dependence of the negative muonpolarization was studied in four germanium sam-ples: a) undoped n-type germanium with resistivity� 45
 � cm (donor concentration . 3:0 � 1013 cm�3);b) three p-type samples with Ga concentrations 1:0�1014(resistivity h 30
 � cm), 3:0 � 1014, and 5:0 � 1015 cm�3.�SR measurements were carried out in the transverseto the muon spin magnetic �eld H = 2:5 kOe. TheOxford-He3 cryostat, used in this experiment, allowedus to cool the samples down to 0.23 K.The �SR spectra (time distribution of electrons fromthe �� ! e� decay) were �tted by the following func-tion: N(t) = N0 exp(�t=��)[1 + aP (t)] + Bg ;P (t) = P0 exp(��t) cos(!t+ ') ; (1)where N0 is proportional to the number of muonsstopped in the sample; �� is the life time of the nega-tive muon in the 1s-state in the germanium atom; a isthe asymmetry coe�cient of the space distribution of thedecay electrons; P (t) is the projection of the muon po-larization onto the direction to the electron telescope; P0is the muon polarization in the 1s-state at t = 0; � is therelaxation rate of the muon spin polarization; ! and 'are the frequency and the initial phase of the muon spinprecession in the magnetic �eld; Bg is the uncorrelatedbackground.The muon life time in the 1s-state in germanium is166.5ns [8]. This means that about 92% of muons dis-appear captured by the nucleus, and only 8% of themdecay with emission of an electron. Accordingly, thedata acquisition rate in this experiment is rather low.3. Results and discussion. The time dependenceof the muon-spin polarization in the n-type Ge sam-ple at 6 K is shown in Fig. 2. Analogous time spec-tra were also observed at temperatures 0.3, 3.1, 10,

Fig. 2. Negative muon spin polarization A(t) = aP (t) inthe n-type Ge sample at 6 Kand 15 K. The Fourier analysis of the �SR histograms(see Fig. 3) reveals a single peak at the frequency corre-

Fig. 3. Fourier analysis of the �SR spectra in the n-typeGe sample at 3.1 and 15Ksponding to the precession of the free muon spin in theapplied external magnetic �eld. The relaxation of themuon spin is not observed. This result evidences that,unlike the case in n-type silicon [9], in n-type germa-nium the muonic atom forms in the diamagnetic statewithin the time . 10�9 s and the concentration of non-equilibrium charge carriers (produced during the muonslowing-down and formation of the muonic atom) is neg-ligible at times � 10�9 s.In contrast to n-type germanium, in p-type samplesat low temperatures relaxation of the muon spin was ob-served (see Fig. 4). For the samples with Ga concentra-tions h 1:0 � 1014 and h 3:0 � 1014 cm�3 the temperaturedependencies of the muon spin relaxation rate are simi-lar. At the Ga concentration of h 5:0 �1015 cm�3 the re-laxation rate is smaller and its temperature dependenceis di�erent. The drop of the muon spin relaxation rateat temperatures higher than 12 K corresponds to ioniza-tion of the muonic atom as expected for the Ga-acceptor�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the relaxation rate ofthe negative muon spin in p-type Ge: closed circles cor-respond to the Ga concentration 1:0 � 1014 cm�3; openedcircles, to 3 � 1014 cm�3; and crosses, to 5 � 1015 cm�3. Thesolid and dotted lines correspond to approximation of thefunction (2) to the experimental data (see the text)in germanium (see Fig. 1). Above 30 K no relaxation isobserved in any sample.According to the theoretical calculation [10], if amuonic atom as an acceptor center is formed in the para-magnetic state, the relaxation of the negative muon spinis conditioned by the hyper�ne interaction between themuon spin and the magnetic moment of the acceptorcenter. The relaxation rate of the muon spin depends onthat of the acceptor center magnetic moment as:� = J(J + 1)3 (Ahf=~)2� �1 + 11 + (!e=�)2 � ; (2)where J = 3=2 is the angular momentum of the Ga ac-ceptor center in germanium, Ahf is the hyper�ne in-teraction constant, � is the relaxation rate of the ACmagnetic moment, ~ = h=2�, h is the Planck constant,!e = g�BB=~ is the angular precession frequency of theAC magnetic moment in the magnetic �eld B, �B is theBohr magneton, and g is the g-factor of the AC.Therefore, our experimental data evidence that therelaxation rate of the magnetic moment of the Ga ac-ceptor in germanium increases with increasing impurityconcentration, and at the concentration 5:0 �1015 cm�3 itpractically does not depend on temperature in the rangeof 0.3{10K. It is worth mentioning that earlier analogousbehavior of the relaxation time T2 of the Ga acceptorin germanium was observed in an ultrasonic absorptionexperiment [6] (Ga concentration 3:5 � 1015 cm�3, tem-perature range 1.4 { 4.2K). The e�ect was explained bythe electric quadrupole interaction between the acceptorcenters.According to [11], the mean distance betweenrandomly distributed acceptors with concentration

N = 5:0 � 1015 cm�3 is d = (4�N=3)�1=3�(4=3) hh 0:5539N�1=3 = 324�A. This is about 9 times largethan the e�ective Bohr radius a� = 35�A of the Gaacceptor center in germanium [12]. Therefore we candisregard the contribution of the spin-exchange interac-tion between acceptor centers to the relaxation of theacceptor center magnetic moment at Ga concentrations� 5:0 � 1015 cm�3.The experimental results can be interpreted in viewof the contribution of two mechanisms for the relax-ation of the AC magnetic moment: (1) interaction of ACwith phonons, and (2) quadrupole interactions betweenAC. As is known, in non-degenerate semiconductors theinteraction with phonons depends on temperature anddoes not depend on the impurity concentration. One-phonon and Raman processes lead to the power-low tem-perature dependence of the relaxation rate: �ph � T�[6, 13, 14]. At the same time the quadrupole interac-tion depends on the concentration of acceptor centers.Therefore, here we assume that the relaxation rate ofthe AC magnetic moment depends on temperature as:� = �ph + �q = const[(T=T0)� + b];where T0 = 1K. The term b is due to the quadrupoleinteraction and is equal to the ratio of the quadrupole tothe phonon relaxation rate at 1 K.The experimental data on temperature dependence of� at T . 13K were �tted by the function �(T ) = C=�(we disregarded the second term in equation (2), tak-ing into account that !e=� > 10). It was found that� = 0:84 � 0:17, b = 2:2 � 1:3 for the samples withGa concentration 1:0 � 1014 and 3:0 � 1014 cm�3, andb = 8:6�0:8 at the Ga concentration 5:0�1015 cm�3. Thedominant role of the quadrupole interaction between theneighboring acceptors in the relaxation of the magneticmoment of the Ga acceptor impurity in germanium atthe Ga concentration of 5:0 � 1015 cm�3 is obvious.As follows from our experimental data, the contribu-tion of the phonon processes to the relaxation of AC ingermanium is proportional to T 0:84. This is close to thatpredicted theoretically in the high-temperature limit inthe absence of external magnetic �elds for the single-phonon process: �ph � T [6]. For the Raman processone can expect, similar to the case of silicon, a muchstronger temperature dependence of the relaxation rate:�ph � T�, 3 . � . 5 [9, 13, 14].Using the present experimental data on the muonspin relaxation rate in the sample with the Ga concen-tration of 5:0 � 1015 cm�3, the analytical relation (2),and the results of [6] on the relaxation time T2 (� == 1=T2 = 1:25 � 108 s�1), we estimate the hyper�ne in-teraction constant for the muonic atom in germanium to�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2012



Relaxation of the Shallow Acceptor Center in Germanium 747be Ahf (�Ga) h 1:5MHz. Taking into account the ra-tio between the magnetic moments ��=�N and the spinsS�=I of the muon and the nucleus of Ga, and the relationAhf (Ga)=Ahf (�Ga) = (�N=��)(S�=I), we estimate forthe �rst time the hyper�ne interaction constant for thegallium acceptor in germanium as Ahf (Ga) h 0:11MHz.In summary, it is shown that at the concentrationof gallium impurity in germanium 5:0 � 1015 cm�3 thequadrupole interaction between the acceptor centersplays the dominant role in the relaxation of the acceptorcenter magnetic moment. For the �rst time the hyper-�ne interaction constant for the gallium acceptor centerin germanium is estimated as � 0:11MHz.We are grateful to the Directorate of the Paul Scher-rer Institut for the possibility of carrying out this exper-iment.1. G. L. Bir and G.E. Pikus, Symmetry and Strain-InducedE�ects in Semiconductors, Wiley, N.Y., 1975.2. G. D. Watkins, Phys. Solid State 41, 746 (1999).
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